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The hypothesis was tested that the intention to use a
particular cue relation would enhance the effectiveness of
that particular cue in determining the resulting perception.
For this purpose, a situation was presented in which the
apparent depth position of an object in a configuration of
objects would differ depending upon which of two possible
cue relations (size cues) were used. The results support the
conclusion that the perceived depth position of the object
differed in the expected directions as a function of the task
set. The data of the study are discussed with respect to the
"adjacency principle" which states that cue efficiency is
determined by the relative adjacency of objects between
which the cues occur. Although the effect of cue set upon
the perception seems to be small compared with that of ad
jacency, it cannot completely be ignored.

It is clear that set can modify behavior. The
importance and role of set in the modification of
perception, however, is less clear. It seems that set
can influence perception by the process of emphasizing
or de-emphasizing certain aspects or parts of the
stimuli. For example, the set to perceive the number
of letters in a tachistoscopic presentation may prevent
the perception of their color, or the set to perceive
a hidden figure may increase the likelihood that it
will be noticed (Gibson, 1941). Thus, set probably
has a selective role in perception. But, whether set
also can change the perceived characteristics of the
objects is more in doubt (cf., Allport, 1955; Haber,
1966). It is sometimes considered, for example, that
set or attitude can modify perceived extents. In a
number of instances in which it is asserted that such
effects occur it is not obvious why the resulting
perceptual modifications should be in one direction
rather than another. It is not obvious, for example,
why an increase in the value of an object should make
it appear larger (cr., Dukes & Bevan, 1952; Bruner
& Postman, 1948), or why in an Ames distorted room
a marital partner should appear more normal in size
than a stranger (cr., Wittreich, 1961). However, a
rationale as to the direction in which set or intention
can affect perceived extent under certain circumstances
is available as a consequence of the selective role
of set in perception. Task set could result in the
enhancement or increased effectiveness of a partic
ular cue involved, for example, in determining a
perceived depth. If the increased effectiveness of this
cue results in a change in perceived depth, it follows
that the perceptual change could be attributed to task
set.

The purpose of the present experiment was to
provide a test of the above rationale for expecting

task set (intention) to modify perceived extent. A pre
vious experiment (Gogel, 1963) has suggested that
under appropriate conditions a perceived depth could
be modified somewhat by the intention of the observer
(0). The appropriate conditions consisted of a visual
situation in which a familiar object would appear at
different depth positions depending upon the relative
dominance of depth cues occurring between it and two
other objects. Similar conditions were used in the
present study except that the stimuli were especially
arranged to provide a more sensitive test of the
perceptual consequences of task set.

Method
Front view schematic diagrams of the three visual

displays used in the present experiment are shown in
Fig. 1. Objects A, B, and D were positive transpar
encies of seven-of-spades playing cards. Object B was
twice the size of a normal playing card (11.4 x 17.8 ern)
and Objects A and D were the size of a normal playing
card (5.7 x 8.9 em), Object C was formed from a
square of neutral density film (17.8 em on aside). All
four objects were transilluminated with white light
by mounting them in front of a diffused source (light
box). All were viewed monocularly (with the right eye
only) , and all were at the same distance from 0
(305 em), As is indicated in Fig. 1, Object C appeared
to overlay Card B and to be overlaid by Card D. This
effect was produced by cutting away 22.4% of the upper
right area of Card Band 4% of the upper right area
of Card C, and carefully fitting the objects together.
The positions of the cards in each of the displays was
always the same. The position of Card A was 15 cm
to the right of Card B and 15 em below Card D. The
luminance of the playing cards and Object C was 3.0
and 0.5 ft-L, respectively, as measured from the
position of O's eye. Only the objects shown in Fig. 1
were visible, with the remainder of the field of view
in darkness. Objects A, B, and D appeared to 0 as
seven-of-spades playing cards and Object C appeared

abc
Fig. 1. A schematic froot view draWing illustrating the posi

tions of the normal-sized cards (A or D), the double-sized card
(B), and the gray square (e) for the condition in which all three
cards were present (Fig. Ia) or in which one card was absent
(Fig. Ib or Fig. Ie).
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to be a gray square. Only one of the displays in Fig. 1
was presented at anyone time. Two light boxes were
used in producing the displays. One light box was used
to transilluminate the displays of Fig. 1a and 1b,
with the latter display being produced from the former
by carefully covering Card B. A separate light box
was used for the display of Fig. rc, A partially
transmitting-partially reflecting mirror permitted the
display of Fig. 1c to be presented at the same optical
distance and direction as the displays of Fig. 1a or lb.

The viewing position of 0 was enclosed with black
velveteen and contained a head and chin rest and a
viewing aperture. A light adaptation surface (3 ft-L)
located to the left of O's position could be turned on
or off by the experimenter (E) for the purpose of
light adapting O. An apparatus for measuring perceived
depth was also located at the position of O. It consisted
of two vertical rods positioned at about the level of
O's waist with the right rod movable laterally. 0
grasped the rods, one in each hand, and adjusted the
lateral distance between the rods until this distance
seemed to be equal to the perceived depth between
the designated playing cards. The rods were invisible
to 0, with the hand adjustments being made kines
thetically. An attached centimeter ruler permitted E
to note the adjusted separation of the rods. During
the judgments, the interior of the viewing position
was completely dark, i.e., no objects or surfaces were
visible to 0 except the objects of the display.

Twenty men served as Os , Each 0 had a visual
acuity in his right eye (corrected if necessary) of at
least 20/20. There were five experimental tasks:

Task 1-to indicate the perceived depth between
Cards A and D with Card B present (Fig. La);

Task 2-to indicate the perceived depth between
Cards A and D with Card B absent (Fig. 1b);

Task 3-to indicate the perceived depth between
Cards A and B with Card D absent (Fig. 1c);

Task 4-to indicate the perceived depth between
Cards A and B with Card D present (Fig. 1a);

Task 5-to indicate the perceived depth between
Cards B and D (Fig. 1a).

Each 0 made three judgments of the depth between
two designated playing cards and, following this, faced
the light adaptation surface which was turned on for
approximately 10 sec. This procedure was repeated
for each of the five tasks. The order in which the five
tasks were completed was systematically varied be
tween Os, Prior to participating in the experiment, the
Os were carefully instructed to judge only the depth
between the cards. A small pegboard with two pegs
was used to illustrate the difference between fronto
parallel and depth extents. Following the experiment,
the Os were questioned to be certain that the extent
which was indicated by the hand adjustment reflected
the perceived depth (not the frontoparaIlel separation)
between the cards.
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The basic design of the experiment can be discussed
with the aid of Fig. 1a. In Fig. la, Card D which was
retinally smaller than Card B would appear to be more
distant than Card B were it not for the conflicting
interposition cue introduced by Object C. The inter
position cue from Object C caused Card D to appear
less distant than Card B in spite of the relative size
cue between these cards. Under these circumstances,
consider the perceived relative depth position of Card
A. According to the size cue between Cards A and D,
Card A should appear at the distance of Card D, r.e.,
in front of Card B. But, according to the size cue
between Cards A and B, Card A should appear behind
Card B, t.e.; also behind Card D. Thus, the apparent
depth position of Card A in the configuration of objects
would depend upon whether the size cue between Cards
A and D or between Cards A and B is the stronger.
If task set or intention enhances the effectiveness of
a size cue, Card A should appear to be more distant
in the configuration when the task is to judge its
depth position with respect to Card B rather than
with respect to Card D. Whether or not this result
will occur constitutes a test of the ability of task set
to modify a perceived depth by means of the inter
mediary process of cue enhancement.

Two controls were used. These are illustrated by
the displays of Fig. 1b and 1c. If 0 used the size cues
to depth appropriately, Card A should have appeared
approximately at the distance of Card D in the display
of Fig. Lb, and behind Card B in the display of Fig. 1c.
It was required, therefore, that 0 perceive Card A
as more distant than Card B in the display illustrated
in Fig. 1c in order for the results from that 0 to be
used in the study. It was also required that the inter
position cue be effective, Le.; that Card D should
appear in front of Card B in Fig. La, The latter re
quirement insured that Card A would appear at dif
ferent distances whenever a change occurred in the
relative effectiveness of Cards B and D in determining
the apparent depth position of Card A.

Expected Results
The results which would be expected if task set were

to modify perceived depth are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 is a top view schematic drawing indicating
the expected apparent positions of the objects shown
in the display of Fig. La, The prime notation is used
to indicate that perceptions are being represented,
with the pair of cards being judged shown by the sub
scripts associated with the perceived depth d", TwO
apparent depth positions of Card A are indicated.
The position Ah is a perceived position of Card A
which is expected to occur with the display of Fig. 1a
when the task is to judge where Card A appears with
respect to Card D. The position Ai is a perceived
position of Card A which is expected to occur with the
display of Fig. 1a when the task is to judge where A
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of T as computed from the average results obtained
from Tasks I, 4, and 5 using Equation (1) is 8.4 em,
Using the t test (t19 = 2.74) this value is significantly
different from zero at the .05 level.

where dn B, dBA' and dnA are the perceived depths
between Cards D and B, Cards B and A, and Cards D
and A, respectively.

A'nl A'fl
l·d~A1>j-- 2T--1

Fig. 2. A schematic top view drawing illustrating the possible
enhancement of the effectiveness of size cues as a function of
task set.

appears with respect to B. If task set is effective,
~ rather than Ai should be closer to 0 with this
expected difference labeled 2T. Half this difference
(T) can be attributed to the intention of judging the
depth position of Card A with respect to one of the
other cards. It follows from Fig. 2 that the average
value (T) of the effect of task set on perceived depth
is

Obtained Results
The average results from the relative depth judg

ments are given in Table 1. Each data entry in Table 1
is an average of 20 scores, one from each 0 where
each score is the mean of three kinesthetic adjust
ments of the hand apparatus. A positive value in
Table 1 indicates that Card A appeared behind the
card with which it was being judged and a negative
value indicates the converse. According to ~e scores
indicating the perceived depth between Cards D and
B, the interposition cue resulting from Object C was
effective, i.e., D was perceived to be in front of B
with an average value of 18.4 em, However, the
scores from 11 Os indicated that Card A was not
perceived to be more distant than Card B under the
control conditions illustrated in Fig. 1c, t.e.; with
Card D absent. Clearly, if A did not appear behind
B with D absent, the effect of task set in [udgmg the
perceived depth between B and A under the conditions
of Fig. 1a (D present) would be difficult to evaluate.
Therefore, 11 other Os were substituted in the study
for the Os who did not perceive A as more distant
than B in the control situation (Fig. ro). The value

Discussion
As determined by T, the average perceived position

of A in the configuration of objects was more distant
when A was judged with respect to B rather than D.
The evidence is, therefore, that the set to [udge the
depth position of one object with respect to another
object can enhance the effectiveness of the depth cue
between these objects, as determined in the present
experiment by a change in perceived depth.

If the set to use the size cue between Card A and
one of the other cards had made this relation com
pletely dominant, the perceived depth between these
two cards should have been the same as though the
third (extraneous) card had not been present. Thus,
the total possible effect of task set, in this experiment,
can be computed by substituting in Equation (I), the
perceived depth between A and D and between A and B
as determined from the control situation (Task 2,
Fig. 1b and Task 3. Fig. 1c) rather than from the
experimental situation (Tasks 1 and 4, Fig. La); This
maximum possible value of T is 24.1, which is 2.9
times as large as the average value of T (8.4) obtained
from the experimental situation. Task set, therefore,
while important in the present study, is not equivalent
perceptually to removing the extraneous card (the card
not involved in the judgment).

In the previous study (Gogel, 1963) evidence was
provided for the "adjacency principle" as it relates
to size cues to distance. According to the adjacency
principle, the perceived depth position of an object
in a configuration of objects is mainly determined
by whatever cues occur between it and adjacent (not
displaced) objects. In that experiment, Card A was to
the left of Card B such that it was adjacent to Card B
and displaced from Card D. It was found that, although
the effect of Card B on the apparent position of Card A
was dominant, some small effect could be attributed
both to Card D and to task set. In the present experi
ment, A was intentionally equally separated from B
and from D. A method of calculating the effect of
Card B and of Card D upon the apparent position of

• p < .05 (two-tailed t test. at = 19)
.. p < .01 (two-tailed t test. df = 19)

Presence or Perceived Depth Presence or Perce ived Depth
Absence of B of A Behind D Absence of D of A Behind B

B Pre ser.r D Absent
(Tosk 1) + 13.5" (T osk 3) + 25.2 ..
B Absent D Present
(Task 2) - 4.5 (Task 4) + 12.0
Diff. 18.0 •• Diff. 13.2 •

Table 1. The Average Perceived Depth in Centimeters Between

Playing Cards as Measured by the Hand Adjustments

(1)

c'

2

0' I

d 'DB + d'BA - d'DA
T=

Observer 0
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Card A (Gogel, 1963) can be applied to the present
experiment. This method determines the effect of
Card B by subtracting the depth perceived between
Card A and Card D obtained when B is present (Task 1)
from that obtained when B is absent (Task 2). Simi
larly, the effect of Card D is determined by subtracting
the perceived depth between Card A and Card B
obtained when D is absent (Task 3) from that obtained
when D is present (Task 4). The results are that
18.0 ern and 13.2 em of depth (see Table 1) can be
attributed to Cards Band D, respectively, with the
difference between these values not significant at the
.05 level (t19 = .61). It can be concluded in agreement
with the adjacency principle, that placing Card A
equally far from Cards B and D approximately equal
izes the effect of Card B and Card D on Card A.

Since the 18.0 and 13.2 em values indicate the
effects on Card A of the presence of the card not
involved in the comparison, they represent the amount
by which this extraneous card is more effective than
the task set in determining the apparent depth of
Card A. The adjacency principle and task set are
clearly different and sometimes antagonistic factors.
The adjacency principle indicates the relative strengths
of cues between objects on the basis of their adjacency
while the effect of set is considered without regard
to the relative distance between the objects. Even under
the balanced separations of the present experiment in
which the effect of task set would be expected to be
maximal, it seems that the effects involved in the
adjacency principle were stronger than those of the
task set.

It remains to be considered Why one-third of the
Os tested in the present study failed to meet the con
trol requirement that Card A be perceived as more
distant than Card B when Card D was absent (Fig. Lc),
This result can be understood in terms of the equl
distance tendency (Gogel, 1965) between Objects A and
C. The equidistance tendency states that in the absence
of strong distance cues, there is a tendency for objects
to appear equidistant, with the strength of this ten
dency being inversely related to directional separation.
It will be seen in Fig. to that Object C which appears
in front of B is directionally close to A. ThUS, the
size cue to distance which would make A appear be
hind B is opposed by the equidistance tendency which
would make A appear at the distance of C, i.e., in
front of B. It has been demonstrated under somewhat
similar conditions that the equidistance tendency can
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modify the perceived depth from relative size cues
(Gogel, 1956, Experiment IV). Therefore, it is likely
that even those Os who perceived Card A to be behind
Card B in the control condition did not see A as being
as far behind B as would be expected from the relative
size cue in the absence of Object C.

Conclusions
The present experiment demonstrates that under

certain conditions the task set or intention of the 0
can modify the perceived depth between objects re
sulting from the relative size cue. This effect is
assumed to occur as a consequence of the cue enhance
ment resulting from the intention to directly compare
the particular objects. However, the effect of task
set, while significant in this experiment, must be
considered as minor compared with the influence of
surrounding objects not directly involved in the judg
ment. A comparison of the results from the present
and a previous experiment supports the position that
the relative effectiveness of cues depends upon the
relative separation of the objects (the adjacency prin
ciple).
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